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Contour Design Announces: Why I Love My Shuttle Video Contest
Published on 04/02/12
Contour Design, a market leader in multimedia control surfaces, has announced a new video
contest for users of its ShuttlePRO and ShuttleXpress multimedia controllers. Shuttle
users are invited to create a short video, 60 seconds or less, that demonstrates why they
love their Shuttle device. Entries will be accepted through April 30, 2012 and Shuttle
users will be able to vote for their favorites. Winners will be announced in June 2012.
Windham, New Hampshire - Contour Design, a market leader in multimedia control surfaces,
has announced a new video contest for users of its ShuttlePRO and ShuttleXpress multimedia
controllers.
Shuttle users are invited to create a short video (60 seconds or less) that demonstrates
why they love their Shuttle device. Entries will be accepted through April 30, 2012 and
Shuttle users will be able to vote for their favorites. Winners will be announced in June
2012 and the following prizes will be awarded:
* 1st Prize: Apple iPad (3rd generation, $499.99 value)
* 2nd Prize: Contour RollerMouse Free2 ($239.95 value)
* 3rd Prize: PowerProduction Martini QuickShot Creator ($199 value)
* 4th Prize: Boris Continuum Lens Blur Unit ($99 value)
* 5th Prize: Eye Scream Factory DVD Art Professional ($99 value)
The winner will be announced via Contour Design's June Shuttle e-newsletter.
More information regarding the contest is available on the Contour Design website.
The Perfect Tool for Every Application:
ShuttlePRO v2 is a multi-functional multimedia controller for audio and video editing,
photography, gaming, and many other applications. Designed for ergonomic integrity and
maximum productivity, the ShuttlePRO v2 allows one-handed access to 15 fully-programmable
buttons, a jog knob, and a spring-loaded shuttle wheel. At the head of the ShuttlePRO v2
are nine programmable buttons complete with crystal clear removable keycaps for labeling
and ease of reference. The inner ring or 'jog knob' at the center of the ShuttlePRO v2
rotates a full 360 to provide precise frame-by-frame control while the outer black ring or
rubberized 'shuttle wheel' facilitates fast forward and rewind. The jog and shuttle can
also be configured for many other purposes including scrolling, volume control, and
sequencing.
Based on the award-winning ShuttlePRO v2 multimedia controller, the compact ShuttleXpress
features five oversized programmable buttons, a jog knob, and a spring loaded shuttle
wheel. The smaller footprint makes it ideal for travel and tight work spaces. The
ShuttleXpress can be used by itself or alongside a ShuttlePRO for enhanced cooperative
control.
Pricing and Availability:
The ShuttlePRO v2 and ShuttleXpress are available from Contour Design's worldwide reseller
channel and the Contour Design website for MSRPs of $109.95 USD and $59.95 USD,
respectively.
Shuttle:
http://retail.contourdesign.com/?/products/5
Video Contest:
http://retail.contourdesign.com/newsletter/newsletter_022812.html
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Screenshot:
http://retail.contourdesign.com/newsletter/images/shuttlecontest.jpg

Based in Windham, New Hampshire, Contour Design is renowned for creating and delivering
the most fashionable and functional products on the market. For more than a decade,
Contour Design has continued to represent the cutting edge of innovative cellular, music,
and computer peripherals. From shock absorbing dual injected iPod, iPhone, and iPad cases
to leading edge ergonomic input devices, Contour delivers form and function to consumers
worldwide. Copyright (C) 2012 Contour Design. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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